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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, March 27, 1967
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NuMber 30th Is fiflittill SPURTS Golf Team
'Julian Javier Gets First Homer Of Spring
Greatest Epic,
SUMMARY
Opens Season Training And Double To Lead Cards To 6-2 Win
College Cage On Weekend

By SANDY PRISANT
bled in another run and singled twice exploded for six runs in the fifth,
UPI Sports Writer
Saturday •
to lead the Yanks. At the same time, ignited by Richie Allen's 480-foot
Julian
Javier
may have found a Whitey Ford was pitching another grand slam home run, but the Braves
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (UPI)— UCLA
By FRED MeMANE
quick
cure
al his bruised hip and strong five innings to boost New came back and went temporarily
beat Dayton 79-64 to win the NCAA
The Murray State golf team will
UPI Sports Writer
basketball tournament champion- open its season this weekend by blurred batting eye.
.
York's record to 10-7, second best ahead 9-8 on Hank Aaron's homer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — The ship.
It's
called the Phil Gagliano treat- among American League teams
playing in the Louisiana State
this In the top of the ninth.
God protects little children and fools. Our prayer of the number *30" has brought to a close
ment.
University Inaitational Tournaspring.
many
great
stories,
but now sudden- LONDON (UPI) — Oxford won the ment at Baton
Javier has never been strong at
In Sunday's other two Grapefruit
week: Lord, please keep a film grip on "the reins". You knoW
The best record in the league and
Rouge, La.
ly it has become the preface to what 113th university boat race on
which class we're in!•
the
Coach Buddy Hewitt has most the plate and his injured hip gave' among all 20 major league teams be- League exhibitions, Kansas City
Take the MISER out of MISERABLE and you have ABLE! many believe will be the greatest River Thames beating Cambridge by of last year's squad, wfacks_placed Giuliano a chance to show the .458 longs to the Chicago White Sox, aho strung together four singles for three
epic in the history of college basket- three lengths
Thinking on the word able brings to mind a host of wondersecond in the Ohio Valley Con- hitting that could win him a start- gained their llth win in 16 games runs in the seventh inning and a
ball.
ing job at second base.
Sunday by beating the alets 4-3 in 5-4 win over Houston, and Jim Kant
ference, back for another year of
people which seem to be able to think and do for almost
pitched seven timings of five-hit
Not unmindful of the situation, 10 innings In another
The figure "30", which is a noKENT, Ohio (UPI) — Michigan competition,
extra inning
and the Thorough- Javier returned
everyone, except themselves. Unselfish people, busy with their
to action Sunday affair the Washington Senators and ball as Minnesota a hipped Boston
tation used in journalism to desig- State won the 37th annual NCAA breds
are
again
expected
labors, but ever on the alert for an opportunity to assist nate the conclusion
to be and clubbed his first home run
of a story, brou- wrestling championships with 73 one of the leading
of Pittsburgh Pirates played 15 inn- 7-1
contenders for the spring along with a double
another Wouldn't be space enough in a New York directory ght to an end one of the finest
to ings, but couldn't break a 5-5 tie.
sea- points while arch-rival Michigan was the conference championship.
Even more sparkling was the pitto mention the ones we could "tick off" instantly.
lead the St. Louts Cardinals to a
sons in college basketball history second with 64 points.
Balks Score Rum
ching of California's George BruHeading the hat of returnees is 6-2 victory over Detroit.
Ruth Cunningham came by the office three times the Saturday night when UCLA crushed
Rookie left hantier Charley Vau- net. Jack Sanford and Minnie Rojas,
Hard hitting second baseman led ghn cortunitted two
EAST LANSING. Mich. (UPI) — Ron Acree, a junior, who was
past week. Thank you ma'm, for the extra kindness to the Dayton 79-64 for a perfect 30-0 rebalks by him- who allowed only three hits in the
the
OVC
medalist
as
a
freshman
two
others
clubs to Grapefruit Leag- self, both while facing the same
"small fry". To the "mama" also. Lady, enjoy your roses, as cord and its third NCAA champion- Stanford University won its first Last season
bat- Angels',5-0 decision over the Giants.
he
finished
third.
ue
victories
NCAA swimming and diving champ-'
Sunday as Dave John- ter, to allow the tying and winning
the "dagger's edge" in moving up to make a "photo finish". ship in the past four years.
' The Indians itag,d a three-run upLarry
Ringer,
a
senior,
won
the son's three hits sparked Baltimore runs to score in the
Yet, at the same time. the num- ionships with 275 points while SOUbottom of the rising in the eighth to top the Cubs
This smart aleck had the nerve to stand there and tell me
ber served as an introduction as to them California was second with Murray State Invitational last to a 3-1 win over the Dodgers and ninth and hand Philadelphia 10-9 4-3 as Sam McDowell pitched
six
%that she thought that day in the wilds, which netted the 30
season and finished twelfth in the Yankees ued Horace Clarkes
what the nation can expect from 260.
win over Anal*. The Phillies had hitless innings.
big black blobs, was the funniest thing she had read lately. the Bruins in
the conference tournament. Lar- rfour hits to drub Cincinnati 9-3.
the next two seasons.
Even though most of the battle scars have healed, junior
HALLANDALE.Fla. (UPI) — Pre- ry Mullen, a senior, finished first
gee* Resovery.
Young Teas
fails to see any humor in that deal!
In compiling a perfect record for tense romped to an easy win in the in the Murray squad's rouni-robJavier's
hip
felt better than it had
Under any given circumstances or pressures, one fellow the second time in four see-rns, $137,600 Oulfstream Park Handicap. in tournament last fall with an In
several days and the batting eye
average score of 72.0 for 13 rounds.
remains unruffled and constant. Jerry Garrett is the nicest UCLA Coach John Wooden startRinger finished second in the was sharper than. It had been in
Sunday
person you will ever meet . . . and meet him you will, sooner ed four sophomores and a junior.
round-robin
with an average sore several years as he hoznered with OrMOBILE.
Ala
If
that
isn't discouraging enough to
Carmen
or later. Naturally we can't mention he is the X-ray and Lab
lando Cepeda aboard and later douof
730
Salvino
Acree
of
Chicago
rival
won the $70,000
third with 73.3, bled Mike
coaches, his words about next
Technician for the Houston-McDevitt Clinic. We can menShannon into scoring posJack
Mobile
Hensler
Sertoma
year are strong enough to scare even
Open bowling tourfourth with 74.7,
tion he once worked in the same department of the old MurMel Rifman fifth with 75.4, and ition to help the Cards win their
nament
the moot optimistic opponent.
ninth in 15 games.
ray Hospital.
Stove Hancock sixth with 75.6.
•
"I anticipate the return of both
The world champion Orioles,
Jerry has enbugh ability, knowledge and technical know- Edgar Lacey and Mike Lynn
PENSACOLA, PS. (UM — Gay
Other members of the 13-man
next
struggling to regain their October
how to "stack up 4 inches high in a 10-acre field". Have only season," a happy Wooden mid al- Brewer won the $75.000
neatola squad are Terry Carlson, George 1966 form, or at
least reach .500 in
caught a glimpse of him in the past several years. Can hardly most sadistically. following Satur- Open Golf Tour
rnctorepen, tansocorote
, ,n,Jeaith
er.ei
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tAr
y six Casci
leA
othe
. r tourna_
e Hol- exhibition play, got two singles and
forget that bicycle pump, a 20 penny nail and six feet of day night's victory. "Lacey is re- strokes with a 72-hole total of 24351.
Art Mulwitx, a double from Johnson, who drois
and Tony Wilcenski.
garden hose. If you technical people don't recoginze this de- covering from a knee operation that
In the winning run in the slats
Murray will play perhaps its Wally Bunker picked up
scription of a 20 cc syringe, a No. 20 needle and a levine tube, saw part of his kneecap removed. JACKSON HOLE. Wyo. (UPI) —
the win with
Nancy
Greene
I
feel
of
that
Canada
Lynn
won
toughest
who
the
was
suspendarshedule ever this spring an shutout innings.
then you were on the other end of them. Believe Jerry is the
ed has atoned for his problem." women's world skiing championship Fall:at:rig the LW
only really patient MAN I've ever met.
Invitational,
Clarke hit a two-run homer, donLynn's suspension came after a brush via her victory in the slalom event. the Thoroughbresis will
play in
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Garrett, 802 N. 18th Street, have with the
$,,w involving a forged eunday.
the Cape Coral Invitational at
_three youngsters, two boys and a girl, ages 10, 7 and 5. Nice credit card.
11° family I
VIENNA 4 UPI) — The United '
Wooden also revealed that the
Might as well continue to ramble as it isn't likely anyone Bruins lutve an outstanding fresh- States blanked Finland 2-0 Sunday Murray State InvitationInclude the
GET
at Kenman named Steve Patterson who night in the world ice hockey charo- , tucky Dam,
will see tt anyway.
the OVC at Pt. CampRID OF
should
be able to fit in nex? season. gionahtga.
This is for a few of the old timers. We may have to stop
bell, and the NCAA College Divand explain a few things for any "town dude" listening in, Patterson is 6-foot-6 while Lynn is.
PESTS
Lton at Paducah. Murray will be
but not for our ole time farmer friends. Can you remember 6-7 arid Lacey 6-6.
HONG KONG (UPI) — Peter host schcol for the NCAA
Play Easy Schedule
back in "pre-hysteric" times, before modern medicine and
In Hevrttt's six years aa coach
But who "needs theee guys? As it Thompson of Australia won the
-*
at Murray, the Thoroughbreds
vets were available to farmers in the sticks? How the animals was the
Bruins had very little com- HOIlg Kong Open golf tournament
s
an the second hole of a sudden death have finished second in the OVC
were treated. One treatment in particular was for horses and petition this season.
They beat their
cows, especially after they "tore the fence down" and spent regular season opponents by an av- playoff against Brian Hugged of five tames and third once.
Long Distance rates
Is the persistent presence
116 the night in your prize corn field. Their next step wa.s to erage of 26 7 points per game and Ragland.
are
lowest after 8 P.M. everyday
NOW YOU KNOW
head for the "creek" and drink until they were "foundered". handled four NCAA playoff opponof silverfish getting you
About 500 million liquor bottles
Our grandfather had a couple of these long-necked bot- ents with incredible ease. It's true back in the game as they dropped
and all day Sunday.
— or 30 per cent_ of glow menuGET OUR TRICE
tles, kept for this pin-pose. Nope, this wasn't the fifth under the Bruins had an easy schedule to as mazy as 26 points behind In
Tactured
the
in
the
second
hair
since
United
they
played
States
only
Dial your own Long Distance call
one
are
team in
the seat . . . there was a gallon under the bed for medicinal
ESTIMATE
Houston and North Carolina wens attppeci each year to distillers lc
the final top 15 all year--but the
purposes. Anyway, Pap would take this quart bottle (which club
and save up to 35%
could have bandied tough op- the two othw semi-finalsta. Houston Kentucky, according to a survey
looked more neck than bottle), fill it with an epson salts' potation.
whipped 'the Tar Heels 84-62 for, by the Olass Container Manufactover person-to-person calls.
solution or some such concoction, and proceed to drench "Ole! Paced byt7
We exterminate pests of
urers Tratttnte.
6-11j cli center Law AI- third pima.
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Nue" or "Hassle", whichever the casethight be. Of course he Maw and
nicely by sharpSouthern Bell
didn't leave them out in the rain or throw a tub of water shooters Liman Allen, Mike Warren
all kinds at low cost,
and Lynn Shackletord. UCLA roiled
• •on 'em either!
down? We'll get them out
If you were "man enough" you held the animal's head, over both Houston and Dayton In
poked the bottle neck into his "gooale" and poured. You the weekend's final two games'.
of your house or apartAlcindor. who was voted the tourLong Distance (Interstate) Fla* Chart
poured, provided the critter didn't trample yOu, bite a plug
ment to STAY out!
namenils outstanding player. was
out of your shoulder or should you loose your grip on the the
Mon. Tue. Wed.Thur. Fri.
difference far the Bruins not so
jaws, you could consider the possibility of having an arm much wU.h his scoring
but with his
amputated either from flying glass or gnashing teeth.
Intimidating defensive play. He scorIf you missed out on these dangers and if the animal ed 39 points in the two games, grab- By happened to be "Ole Blue", the hard-headed Missouri mule,' bed 38 rebounds and cut oft his opthere was only one more little problem . . how to put e- Pment-c'imide gam. with his mircl•
atrough distance between you and the "business end of Blue" defens've play.
GALE GARRISON
Leas Upset Kid
before he had time to put some "stars in your crown".
The psynhoiogioal factor was the
Figure junior was more akin to "Ole Blue", about the
key as far as the Myers were contime Jerry made the 4th trip around with that "garden hose". cerne d Seeking
to pull off the greatIf you thl
est apses since Harry Truman beat
arsfitkr wThomas Dewey for President, Dayton was bothered by Alcinclor's pty.,Tharik .S•oirt
aline and couldn't rocks a basket for
wt0 see tat.eonneCilitec eitiot•
No doubt about it, Stan Key is the number one player in
the first five minutes and 44 secO.K. so we had news all Mb
the
region. There is another poll out this week, and he was
onds of play.
•
•
the number one choice again.
When
the
Flyers
finally
did
get
The Burnet 'Conn Hunter's are
•
on the noon-board the Bruins were
Others who were named to the All-Purchase Team were
Hunt Saturday night., April 1st We snet.surne of the Burns already
eight points ahead and UC
members at the Twin Lake4 Club Mari+ 18th. May havii a LA quickly built the lead to a com- Joe Barclay of Hickman County; Ricky Ragland and Charley
picture or two, but wouldn't You know•we have no tiedfits. manding 26-8 before the 15-minute Hamilton of Paducah Tilghman; Keith Hill of Mayfield;
Fellows, please join these boys at the Burns. Clubhouse, Hotta, mark of the first halt_
Larry Throgmorton of Heath, Donnie Cakiwell of Lowes; and
Ky Sorry we don't have enough information orr this hunt. The Flyers acre never able to get Junior Barrett
and Mickey Holland of North Marshall,
If the Burns members are that terrified of the "fat lady"
Ralph Sliger, who played his senior year for the Lakers,
why olon't you ask your secretary to prepare a list Of
and Vic Dunn of Murray High, received honorable mention.
presefit it to Ted Atkins, and we'll get it to the hunters —
•
•
•
maybe! We'll try.
The Murray State Racer baseball team has a tough schedule this week. They must face Bradley University today and
If you see a half dozen good Linotype operators running,
around loose, send 'em to me. Yeah, and if you see the feller
tomorrow, then play a double header with St. Louis Universwho had enough of the long green "to burn two wet mules".
ity on Wednesday, and close out the week with Purdue, in
don't let him do it. Tell him to bring the long green, we'll
single games on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
take a lifetime option on page 3 and 4 of the Ledger & Times,
•
•
hire the Linotype operator and put these '(boners in business
How
much
more
baseball
does
player earn now than
a
‘•
I
—OT Oa!
By GALE GARRISON
•
Off to a marring start with three he did thirty years ago?
•
•
Bob Broeg, sports writer for the St. Louis Post Dispatch,
Visitors by the office last week were Pat and Vee J Pierce, win in four games last weekend. the
Neal, Norma and Kerry York, Ruth Cuuningham, Ted, Trena Murray State ameba team will play took the salaries of the colorful and well known 1934 Gas6
41/ and Dora Atkins, Donn Kell, Buddy McNutt, James Ed and seven games this week. all at Mur- house Gang, and compared them to an estimated salaries
ray.
Terry Smith and tilt latter part of the week Norma York esfigure of the 1967 St Louts Cardinals starters.
it can make a lot of difference when you have
corted Kerry to Dr( Ammons' office, then to see us. Neala and
The Racers win play Bradley Uni- Roger Mans, rf
Frank Frisch, 2b
$75,000
$18,500
versity
single
games today and toKent York and a very „a...4 lady, whose name we didn't get,
Bob Gibson, p
Pepper Martin, 3b __
60.000
9,000
were with Norma. Three gentlemen, which we don't have the marrow. Bt. touts University a donNearly a million Kentuckians have Blue Cross-Blue Shield. They look
Rip Collins, lb
ble
header Wednesday. and Purdue Orlando Cepeda, lb _ 55,000
8,000
names of, stopped by to see the hounds. Thank you friends,
to these
Voluntary Health Care Pre-Payment Plans to help them meet the cost
single games Thuraday. Friday, and Curt Flood, cf
Dizzy Dean, p
50,000
7,500
for your interest and a rose here and there.
of getting well.
fisturdaY..
Blue Cross-Blue Shield come through in ways that mean real advantages
Lou Block, If
Ernie Orsatti, cf ____
40,000
6,500
to you
The Racers split two games with
... highest return from your dues dollar in the form of benefits ...
nation-wide
Leo
Durocher,
37,000
6,000
ss ____
Kansas State last Thursday and.won 'n' '"'"-T"a-rver, c -recognition and less red tape in time of need ... payment normally
made direct
two from Iowa State prislay. an four Jullian Javier, 2b
Joe Medwick, lf
_ 25,000
5,000
to hospital and doctor to save you from claim handling. These are few
a
good
•
were played at Little Rcck, Ark. They Mike Sha.nnon, 3b
reasons
wily Kentuckians have come to count on Blue Cross-Blue Shield.
Jack Rothrock, rf
25,000
5,000
Why
were scheduled to play Iowa State
you can, too.
Bill Delaney, c
22,000
3,0b0
and Arkansas State Saturday but Del Maxbill, as
members
Most
belong
through
the Group where they work.(There are over 8,000
were rained out
•nrolled groups in Kentucky.)
Don Lee was the winning pitcher
Total
$389,500
Total
$66,500
In the win over K. State; Wayne
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Wonder how much sports writers earned back In 1937?
Davis won the first Iowa State game.
•
•
write BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD if you
and Rodney Pryer the second Lee
There should be a lot of fine baseball to follow this year,
and Pryer both pitched three hit
1. are a Kentuckian, 64 or under, in good health and neither
spouse nor
shutouts. Davis gave up five hits in both in the local area and in the big leagues.
self is employed where there are 10 or more persons, or ...
his 4 to 2 win Dave (Jourleux was
Murray
good
State is off to a
start, and at least one of
2. will soon reach age 65, or ...
the losing pitcher in the other game
3. have a son or daughter reaching age 19 or marrying before 19.
All games this week will begin at the local high schools should have a real good team this year.
three p. in. except the doubleheadTilghman and Heath should have goad teams this year
er with St. Louis and the game with and give someteams a real fit before the
season is over.
Purdue Saturday which are ached3101 Bardstown Road • Louisville, Kentucky 40205
I may go out on a limb and pick a winner in the big leaHoward and Linda Conners' youngsters, Rickle 7, and
uled at one p. in. Oourieux will start
gues next week, but then again I may not.
today's gams.
Karen and Kevin 2, and Kenneth, 3 years of age.
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a Clay to T. B. Thurmond. Jr., and
Mary P. Thurmond of Haiderson;
100 acres on Clarks River.
T. B Thurmond, Jr., and Mary F
itennah Cowan to Lula Gray
-cam collecang Utle to 40 acres Thurmond of Henderson to O. 11.
Wleeliart and Audi': C. Wiseteart of
of Sod to Calloway County.
Abno ;100 acres on Clarks River.
Guy
Cluenina
lisin
and
mom
June CunWe
he rims ft ream soy
IL T. Wincheater and Rubene RobLatlege to the Mane
ainghara to 1•hart Glenn Jeffrey
or Public Vales risme which, in mir cighainsa ars ass
yes he esa is.
erta of Murray, Burline Vance of
The Alossame
area or eur readers.
and
lot in abichBassi. Ruin C. Wincheeter of Deland alaKieleille.
troit, Mich., and Mary Alice Starks
by Culled Pres ceunassaar
Balsa1/1010/11S sod Nary Mooof Gleason, Tenn.. to D. 0. Roberta.
Tudor 13 Monday, Month 27, the
d= to JAIDIO lowdes aad Deborah
Nathan D Roberts, and George N.
Mb day of
with WS to folErembst_
awes is Ciallosasy °pRoberts; itni acres in Galloway Colow.
•
9011!• is now serving anty.
unty,
on is between it. full with the Alined Forces
The
KenheltS.
lass
an Vietlarmlasamut
Herman Hutson said Opal Hutson
and Set stage&
111/14111•11
130311 IMMO: By owner al Ilawar
,
Nam.Mcmewed sesistery secs cam aft95 1,11161*
.
to Marais T. Rhodes and Nancy
we* We.
'the suanuag Air is illiuss
Jr., at
SUL lo Oallowo. and edema( °omnibus peir year,
vice
ISIS.
Ana
Mk
Be
Is
awed
m.ea swbses.
Mutate Modes; on. ame on Smevening ears are Sam by government insurance?
111111110. Saxe 0evelissen0
ite:0 Highway 11=
-111* delmandlaig Cass Alma et ie
--All esseekethe or the mutCamielaNle a he
- C: M Griffin and Peat&
Jame ONO and Loma
lb.
1Megeit7 el the liewegeper"
arctic =plower ed Forces bare been pecreidnd SerOupla• of Paducah to idureee
to Jawilb *raw Plaines mot
Adelsaus
situ born on this vicemen's Group Lde Insuran
Uri County Industrie/ Poundelica,
ce
MONDAY - MARCH 27, 167
rim;
Swifts
day in MK.
Walle
;
alp UnalitikI two traota
since
making*, December
23,
of land on U. it MellIAW
On this day in
:
Una, tinier Obey eigiontted a re- Nigher, KA PeigniMINI Mad.
395.
WHOSE MONEY TO( TALHDP AS0CT?
I. widirilliodisk •••• D. Purdom
In 1516 Ponce de Lem
fusal in silting. Ttiese policies
,
L. 0. Yaw. ago swam Miller
ered the eon coast of Florida.
on
are issued and adanuasterd by
a.
AT Mena art Pm**e
Couple of news items which appear
STUDENTS VOTZ
In 1936. Japan resigned from the
omen:
te commercial companies, not
ed the same day yeto n asuwelanit Illerrace SubLeague of Nations.
candy Must have caused readers to blink
the Veterans Admiznatration. Upand think.
division.
In Mu, Regent Prince Paul of en leaeuLservice the service
One Was abouk a couple of guys who stood
man
1450/190N, Wis. rIP - A pod
William 8 Richard' of
in court WIK3 Tugosieria was removed
114digen
nes ne
from
ofwhich
convert
to
talon at University if Wisconsin
smirks on their faces as a reluctant
to Albert C. Illowlow sod
judge had to dismiss fice atter agreeing to a military to a pesenimeht..
21••••
Ivrra at mar- ✓ Koartnar:
ts sticrwed Friday they were
murder charges against them because
Haas Illegesse•
their voluntary con- and econcsnic pact with the ass
spina an Immediate withdrawal
121
powers
fessions had been made without benefit
- Hy bullhead
passRoy Nonseiellist Deretly am of U.S. troops from Vietnam by
of attorneys to inform
In 1962. President Foinclizi of ed away. Ile servd in
them of their rights. You have to
better than a 2-1 margin.
monist Alm 11.1ftesis. and
read an item like that a
Plim•
year KA ha. el veer her 1•40
Wes
Argentina was deposed as Uist ed Forces during World War
by ILO , ..11,• beige* Is.. program Ie.
Saallsel
AbOUL 20 per cant of the 90,b
11111his39 Pen assg
second time to believe it.
country's military forces took over. Is he eligible for a beidatione?
nr.r woes
ea*. 4-••■1
we a Lem
11•••; ion Mangiest! UMW 060 students on the campus voted
a—
The other item was the solemn warnin
A thought for the day - BritA - Any deceased edema of
g by the secretary
Mies.
on the question. with 4120 against
II.
pr-A strea_ro LOAN OveLemsol below
of the U S. Treasury that unless Congre
ish poet Frank Frankfort Moore wartime or peseseme aueefee whose
Jb Wyman and wawa pulling out American troops unlisdlusree a. •••••••• •••• ingiage miss
ss boosted the governmice said - -Deathly ha mere re- lam period al service he termin- Whine aki=
pen as.,... Lot KA
ment's debt limit by $7 billion within
iiinerely. A total if IAD dis7
4•• LBW IL
1r.
al.
to
Junes
a
30 days it might be jest
8••••••••1 •I I. IMO Po... MYa.••••I•T 11111.
SOUrCeo than the most Inagnatere ated honorably is eligible for
J. Waters of St. agreed and nearly 400 bad no
a Waters and
too bad for eklerly citizens who
depend on Social Security, a-vinegar of fiction.
Louie. NM.
beat/store.
.
acres in Callo- opinion.
liapord
As.
veterans' pensions and retirement
OW.
To Foy kr
Lem
An..
h....Is
pay. There just might be
Q - I had named my first way Challeig.
Pim
The students were arena
Ong
Push
a
In.
no money for such things.
cisme, Cunning
erite, mother of my two
wig
Monk
for
III
total
•
Ulte
Feed
military victory at
$ 10041/
okikireo•
$ MOSS
Afe.I
as beneficiary cif my G I. mew- Cunningham to Roy
Oft•
a
Now, many of us have been under
on
inamens.
and
tam
maw
the impression that
Ian)
emit asses
•
Bhe is now deceased and I DarellW UMW 46 acres m CUMthe money paid into Social Securi
enr,.....
ty by an employee, along
•
mese
way
091110WBOWLING
MOO
have remarried. Is it neamary
SRA. I
FAA*
with that paid by his employ
FOR CORRECT
45 111111Msg Board of Educaer, was a bona fide, gilt-edge
that. I now riarne my present were
CNA.
MAIO
STANDINGS
ISSILIS
tion,
la
Investment in the employee's future
al
am,
obierman, Fred
forA IS
as beneficial" or souldn't Ihe
Seed
TINE aid
sad was just, like putting
Wier
tweedligy, to the ThInlen
ISSN
money in the bank_
insurance be paid to my meant
IIISSN
OA I
,
MAGIC-Tat
TE
or•spany; pnwporry on North SecEI
owe
$ Nam
imam
for mese miner atuidren anyBut the United States government
he.IS
BOWLING LEAGUE
ond Ore*
DAV OR a1l6HT
sena
now announces that
Hal,
5
way?
Telma
unless immediate action is taken
$140610
Week
et
Marten
3-14-67
1116.7.111
Bagwell of Part Wayne,
by Congress to pernlit Uncle
A - The VA is required by
Vow
TIMM
PCi
it,i.
Ind
Siandlai
loonotet coo on IS. ebeve
to Mebee Dick and. Pauline
rs:
Samuel to go even deeper into
VP.11111 he
iew to pay the umuratice proonly $37 IS loonont lot lb* *win erne.,nt
debt, Uncle won't have this
Johnson's Grocery
; Dick. kie In Bagwell Mew Submoo pnriod
vvoloW he.. Won 140 13
Billi1ey to pay back to those who
ceed, to the designated beneficMurray
entrusted. It to him as a
Beauty Salon
di
VOW PCA Semlyet loari saves you s43 311
iary. U you want the proceeds
hedge against what are euphem
Morton rive
Weems
istically called the -Golden
411110111119i
u
LoS4 11 Do Limes usib PCA"
to
go
to
your
present
wde,
write minim SS 18•095
Rowland h
Years."
•Amm.41. Sari
VA that you want her disigas
West Side Beauty Shop
la
sed
to
Ilbeeell
•it
Imbeas
ion
Like a flash, a couple of questions
as beneficiary
come to mind.
Ezell Beauty School
*we* it MI* mil irdt
•
!Murray, Kentucky
1. How come those particular
Owen's Pood Martel
funds are included among
those for which there would be
Mermaid Tidwell
Master lire genic:
PM
no money, when there still
Anna Huta
Team 3 dame
seems to be plenty of dough to
144
spend on other government Rowland.
28131
projects - an annual travel bill
of $1.7 billion and a printing Murray Beauty Salon
DILLAR OR 111011.42
28U
Item of006 hillSon. to nsurteqwo?
Esell Beauty School
DOWLING/ LEASER
MOO
Week at leave& 91. 1917
MO Tame Game
2. Isn't the government's threat
Set W. Male Street
Mine 753-24a1
pretty much the same
*No.4th Street
Ezell Beauty Rehm/
1034 Teem Seemillage:
W. L.
as a bank telling a depositor, -Sorry
, pat, but we just won't Master Tire Bernice
1003 Tigers
&Fri
314
linV;11;
be able to return your money
to you - unless, of course, we Rogeland's
453S
999 Hot-8We
find a way to borrow a lot more
Pin-Ugai
1111101i Bad. 3 Games Mei
50 56
cash in • hurry"?
Sahib* 'Thompson
50
616 Jets
There are things besides Unidentified
50
Flying Objects that Lee Pert
49,4 50,
PM Tryeela
4
are hard to explain to little folks
-and to big folks too.
Patay Neale
000 Challengers44
56
And even when they're explai
Ehetlnn
ned, they're pretty hard to
lee
42 50
alb
Dreamers
3 Geese ifiersiebi
understand-and to swallow.
34 00
Bralits Garlson
High Stage Game ineadebi
los
-from ColLierville County News,
Naples, Florida. mind HMIs
Polly(
203
"wenMidi Plaits al Shirley Fallingual
'"" 390
Mph imik Omni ffICI
Bobbie Garrison
171
Illeedra 11181liggila
Risk SSW, Game (KC I
3e3
Patsy Weak
Shirley
Billuigton
210
214
Meer SEM
219 Polly Owen
239
DGEllt & -Gut, IlLS
Ann Grogan
EllelbSe•Aleme
216
&seems Ilapagnel
11150 lime Gasses Isar-mew
IS•
BUM* 43811M1111
181 Polly Owen
4114
MOM Waft
Deaths reported today are trios. ‘if Mrs
199 Bobbie Gerrima
If you'd like to take someone on a trip around the
410
Ernest leurches, 1
his Cillert
Wit eaverise
age 83, who died at the home of her
0114
world,or to Europe.or Hawaii -or to your special
daughter. Mrs. G. 0 Mcplace
IMO Three Games HU
Judy Maker
Circe. and Gilbert Alton Miller. age
5-7
in the United States, you ought to get in on the
39, who died at his home
Polly Owen
Mildred_fledge
505
on Lynn Grove Route One.
2-7
"Arou
nd the World in 80 Days Sweep,takes." There are
Shirley =Mgt=
Judy Adam
564
2-7
Pictured today Is the student body of
100, 131 pnzes in all, including over Ill)fabulous travel
the Coalmen School Labe Parks
viemila Orman
578
2.7
In the year of II/05. Elbert Lassite
r of the Haat is skseay berAy Powell
prizes and 100,000 Rand McNally Vacation Guides.
Tep Ten Averages
2-10
brought in this treasured picture which
Bobbie Olbrrtion
a assimillislyellasr Jackie Daugherty
166
2.1
in spits of its 52 years existence
Polly Owen
Anne Owen
144
3Lee Ober
Pessy Neale
136
5-7,
3-14
The seven children. grandchildre
n, Mgt ipasiMillirea. Mud. Jackson
131
3-7, 3-10 Glenda HiU
It doesn't take a lot of work.
and a few friends met at the home
Pre/iota Walker
of Papa DIM of Hazel e•
130
don't even have to buy anyYou
T. TOIL Averages
March 24 for a surprise dinner on his
Verona Orman
79th birthday.
130
Illtudreo Hocire
thing to enter. Simply look
142 Prances Livers
326'
"The time of the year is rolling around
kr the Sweepstakes display in
1511 Pat Scott
once again when Robbie Garrison
131
everyone can enjoy the garden of
your favorite store. On kit
154 Martha All.
Mr and Mrs Earl !Wane Bitty Powell
UR
on Main Street". from the column
Jape Rowland
192 I Catbengne Shuppe
complete information onlsOW
. "Seen and Heusi Around
PM
BOi
Riley
Murray"
192
Spins Ogaverisd
to enter, where and when.
As* Plerker
190 Mary Margellison
/
1
4
3-10
Il you're lucky, you could win
embeds& Lee
14, CattlerIne Shone
3-,
one of 100,131 prizes. If
.sot Weitzel
144 Bobbie dierreen
3-10 & 5-0-10
you're
Land Transfers
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Scope lc the once-in-the.
morning nitouthwash.
It's new. It's so powerful
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in the morning, and your
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This yea don't gamble with
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your weed control Apply and
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weeds this year.
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Numlier 30th Is'WEEliCtill SPORTS Golf Team
Julian Jivier Gets First Homer Of Spring
Greatest Epic,
SUMMARY Opens Season Training And Double To Lead Cards To 6-2 Win
College Cage
On Weekend

By SANDY PRISANT
UPI Sports Writer
Saturday
Julian Javier may have found a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)— UCLA
By FRED MeMANE
beat Dayton 79-64 tt) win the NCAA
The Murray State gall team will quick cure of his bruised hip and
UPI Sports Writer
basketball tournament champion- open its season this weekend by blurred batting eye.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — The ship
It's called the Phil Gagliano treatplaying in the Louisiana State
God protects little children and fools. Our prayer of the number -30" has brought to a close
ment.
University
Invitational
TournaJavier has -never been strong at,
week: Lord, please keep a firm grip on "the reins". You know many great stories, but now sudden-4 -LoRpors iturn`-- Oxfohil won the ment at Bator, Rouge,
La.
ly it has become the preface to what 113th University
the plate and his injured hit)
which class we're in!
tinat race on the
gave
Coach Budd,y Hewitt has most
Take the MISER out of MISERABLE and you have ABLE! many believe will be the greatest River Thames beating Canibridgs by -40- last year's,squad, which placed Gagliano a chance to show the .458
epic in the history of college basket- I three lengths
hitting that could win him a startThinking on the word able brings to mind a host of wondersecond in the Ohio Valley Conball
ing job at second base.
•Its/ people which seem to be able to think and do for almost
ference, back for another year of
Not ururundlul of the situation,
The figure "30", which is a noKENT, Ohio (UPI) — Michigan
competition, and the Thorougheveryone, except themselves. Unselfish people, busy with their
Javier returned to action Sunday
tation used in journaksm to desig- State won the 37th annual NCAA
breds are again expected to be
but ever on the alert for an opportunity to assist nate the conclusion
and clubbed his first home run of
of a story. brou- wrestling championships with 73 one of
the leading contenders for the spring
antither. Wouldn't be space enough in a New York directory ght to an end one of the
along with a double to
finest sea- points while arch-rival Michigan was the conference
championship.
lead the St Louis Cardinals to a
to mention the ones we could "tick off" instantly.
sons in college baaketball history second with 84 points.
Heading the list of returnees Ls 6-2 victory
Ruth Cunningham came by the office three times the Saturday night when UCLA crushed
over Detroit.
Ron Acree, a junior, who was
Hard hitting second baseman led
EAST LANSING. Mich. (UPI) —
past week. Thank you ma'm, for the extra kindness to the Dayton 79-64 for a perfect 30-0 rethe OVC medalist as a freshman two others
clubs to Grapefruit Leag"small fry". To the "mama" also. Lady, enjoy your roses, as cord and its third NCAA champion- Stanford University won its first Last
season he finished third. ue victories Sunday as
NCAA swimming and diving champDave Johnthe "dagger's edge" in moving up to make a "photo finish". ship in the past four years.
Larry Ringer. a senior, won the son's three hits sparked
Yet. at the same time, the num- ionships with 275 points while SouBaltimore
This smart aleck had the nerve to stand there and tell me
Murray
State
Invitational
to
a
3-1
win over the Dodgers and
last
ber served as an introduction as to thern California was second with
that she thought that day in the wilds, which netted the 30
season
and
finished
the
Yankees ued Horace Clarke's
twelfth in
what the nation can expect from 260.
big black blobs, was the funniest thing she had read lately. the Bruins
the conference tournament. Lar- four hits to drub Cincinnati 9-3.
in the next two seasons.
ry
Even though most of the battle scars have healed, junior
Mullen,
a senior, finished first
QUIck Reeovery
HALLANDALE,Fla. (UPI) — Prete
Young Team
fails to see any humor in that deal!
In compiling a perfect record for tense romped to an easy win in the in the Murray equad's round-robJavier's
hip
felt better than it had
Under any given circumstances or pressures, one fellow the second time in four seasons, $137,600 Gulfstrearn Park Handicap. in _tournament last fall with an in
several days and the batting eye
average score of 72.0 for 13 rounds.
remains unruffled and constant. Jerry Garrett is the nicest UCLA Coach John Wooden startRinger funshed second in the was sharper than it had been in
Sunday
person you will ever meet . . . and meet him you will, sooner ed four sophomores and a junior.
several years as he hornered with Orround-robin
MOBILE,
with an average score
Ala.
If
that
I
UPI
—
isn't
Carmen
discouraging enough to
or later. Naturally we can't mention he is the X-ray and Lab
lando Cepeda aboard and later dou730
of
Salvino
Acree
of
Chicago
rival
third
won
the
machos,
with
$70,000
his words about next
73.3 bled Mike Shannon
Technician for the Houston-McDevitt Clinic. We can meninto scoring posMobile Sertoma Open bowling tour- Jack Hensler fourth with 74.7,
year are strong enough to scare
even
ition to help the Cards win their
tion he once worked in the same departtnent of the old MurMel Rifmui fifth with 75.4, and
nament
the most optimistic opponent.
ninth in 15 games
d ray Hospital.
Stove Hancock sixth with 75.6.
"/ anticipate the return of both
The world champion Orioles,
Jerry has enough ability, knowledge and technical know- Edgar Lacey and Mike Lynn
PENSACOLA
Other
, Fla. (UPI) — Oay
members of the 13-man
next
struggling to regain their October
how to "stack up 4 inches high in a 10-acre field". Have only season," a happy Wooden said
Brewer
won the $75,000 Pensacola squad are Terry Carlaon, George
al1966 form, or at least reach .500 in
caught a glimpse of him in the past several years. Can hardly mote sadistically. following Satur- Open Golf Tournament by six Casein°, Jerry Curtis, Mike Holexhibition play, got two singles and
forget that bicycle pump, a 20 penny nail and six feet of day night's victory. "Lacey is re- strokes with a 72-hole total of 383. ton, Steve Larson. Art Mulwitk a double
from Johnson, who drove
and Tony Wilcenski
,
garden hose. If you technical people don't recoginze this de- covering from a knee operation that
in the winning run in the sixth.
Murray will play Perhaps its Wally Bunker
scription of a 20 cc syringe, a No. 20 needle and a levine tube, saw part of his kneecap removed. JACKSON HOLE, Wyo (UPI) —
picked up the win with
then you were on the other end of them. Believe Jerry is the I feel that Lynn who was suspend- Nancy Greene of Canada won the toughest schedule ever this spring six shutout innings.
ed has atoned for his problem" women's world skiing championship Followin,g the L81/
only really patient MAN I've ever met.
Clarke hit a two-run homer, douInvitational,
Lynn's suspension came after a brush via her victory in the slalom event the Thoroughbreds
will play in
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Garrett, 802 N. 18th Street, have with
the kaw involving a forged Sunday.
the Cape Coral Invitational
at
three youngsters, two boys and a girl, ages 10, 7 and 5. Nice credit card.
Cape Coral, Fla. Other tOUrali•faintly!
VIENNA (UPI) — The United ments
Wooden also revealed that the
on the schedule include the
Wight as well continue to ramble as it-isn't likely anyone Bruins have an outstanding fresh- States blanked Finland 2-0 Sunday Murssy State
Invitation at Kenwill see IS anyway.
man named Steve Patterson who Melt In the world ice hockey cham- Lucky
Dam, the OVC at Pt. Campshould
pionships.
be
able
to fit in next season.
is for a few of the old timers. We- may have to stop
bell, and the NOAA College ,Divand explain a few things for any "town dude" listening in, Patterson Is 6-foot-8 while Lynn is
ikon at Paducah Murray end be
6-7
and
Lacey 6-6.
but not for our ole time fanner friends. Can you remember
HONG KONG (UPI) — Peter host school for the BOA&
Play Easy Schedule
back in "pre-hysteric" times, before modern medicine and
Thompson of Australia won the I In Hewitt's six years as coach
But who needs these guys? As it
WE'LL Ft N; I - if
vets were available to farmers in the sticks? How the animals was
Hong Kung Open golf tournament ; at Murray. the Thoroughbreds
the Bruins had very littlecomon the second hole of a sudden death have tint-shed second in the OVC
were treated. One treatment in particular was for horses and petition this season.
THEM FOR GOOD
They beat their
cows, especially after they "tore the fence down" and spent! regular season opponents by an av- playoff against Brian Huggett of five times and third once.
Is the persistent presence
•the night in your prize corn field. Their next step wa.s to erage of M.7 points per game and Ragland
NOW YOU KNOW
head for the "creek" and drink until they were "foundered". handled four NCAA playoff opponof silverfish getting you
About 500 million liquor bases
. It true i back in the game as they dropped
Our grandfather had a couple of these long-necked bot- eras with Incredible
or 30
GET OUR FREE
ti-.,
tles, kept for this purpose. Nope, this wasn't the fifth UnderIsithenceBru", had
ehlyea
l
ye achea
tesmule
in f rhe
"
secnond
isay half.
Ken" behind he
P
merthe
lf.26'
United
centutth4es
played la
fuetes
raikaare
the seat . . . there was a gallon under the bed for medicinal the final" top
ESTIMATE
15 all y
_hut the
Houston and North Carolina Were ah6PPed eath Year to distillers in
purposes. Anyway, Pap would take this quart bottle (which club
could have handled tough op- the two other seml-finalirts Houston Kentucky, according to a survey
looked more neck than bottle), fill it with an epson salts position.
whipped the Tar Heels 84-82 for by the Glass Container Manufactsolution or some such concoction, and proceed to drench "Ole! Paced by 7-footWe exterminate pests of
urers Instetute.
1 center Lew Al- third place.
Blue" or "Boerne", whichever the case-Might be Of course he Wider and balanced nicely by ahemdidn't leave them out in the rain or throw a tub of water, mhootens iAleitla Alien. Mike
all kinds at low cost
Warren
I and Lynn Shackleford, UCLA rolled
410 '!
on em either
down? We'll get theni out
If you were "man enough" you held the animal's head, over both Houston and Dayton in
poked the bottle neck into his "goozle" and poured. You the weekend's final two games
of your house or apartAleintior. who was voted the tourpoured, provided the critter didn't trample you, bite a plug
ment to STAY out!
naments outetandtrig payer, was
out of your shoulder or should you loose your grip on the
the difference for the Brunie not so
jaws, you could consider the possibility of having an arm much with his
scoring but with his
amputated either from flying glass or gnashing teeth.
tntimldsUng detersive play He mewIf you missed out on these dangers and if the animal ed Bi points in the two games. grab- By happened to be "Ole Blue", the hard-headed Missouri mule, bed 38 rebounds and cut off his opthere was only one more little problem . . . how to put e- ponents' inside games with his strong
6/
.noughdistance between you and the "business end of Blue" defensive play.
GALE GARRISON
Lem Upset Bid
before hehad time to put some "stars in your crown".
The mythological factor was the
Figure --junior was more akin to "Ole Blue", about the
key as far as the Flyers were contime Jerry niade the 4th trip arOund with that "garden hose". cerned Seeking to
pull off the greetIf you think arty of this is
ed upset since Harry Truman beat
Thomas Dewey for President. Dayton was bothered by Alcindort presence and couldn't make a basket for
ttleton
No doubt about it, Stan Key is the number one player In
the Lk* five minutes and 44 secO.K.,
we had news all
the
region. There is another poll out this week, and he was
onds of play.
•
4
When the Flyers finally did get the number one choice again.
The Burn* '("oon Hunter; are
on the sonreboard the Bruins were
Others who were named to the All-Purchase Team were
Hunt Saturday night, April 1st. We _met.some of tie :Odra already
eight point@ ahead and UC
Joe
Barclay of Hickman County; Ricky Ragland and Charley
members at the Twin Lake;-Club Mirth 48th. May
a LA quickly built the lead to a conspicture or two, but wouldn't ycou know we have no Wades mending 26-8 before the 15-minute Hamilton of Paducah Tilghman; Keith Hill of Mayfield;
Fellows, please join these boys at the Burns Clubhouse, Btdiliti, mark of the first half.
Larry Throgmorton of Heath, Donnie Caldwell of Lowes; and
The Flyers were never able to get Junior
Ky. Sorry we don't have enough information on this hunt.
Barrett and

isbars,

•

•

GET
RID OF
PESTS

I

•
1111W:

.

bled In another run and singled twice exploded for six runs in the fate
to lead the Yanks. At the same time, ignited by Richie Allen's 480-loot
Whitey Ford was pitching another grand slam home run, but the Bravcs
strong five innings to boost New came back and went temporarily
York's record to 10-7, second best ahead 9-8 on Hank Aaron's homer
among American League teams this in the top of the ninth.
spring.
In Sunday's otheewewo Os pcii ott
The best record in theleague and
among all 20 major league teams be- League exhibitions, Kansas City
to the Chicago White Sax, who strung Weather four singlos for three
gained their llth win in 16 games runs In the seventh inning and a
Sunday by beating the Mets 4-3 in 5-4 win over Hqueton, and Jim East
let innings. In another extra inning pitched seven innings of five-ha,
affair the Washington Senators and bell as Minnesota shipped Boston
7-1.
Pittsburgh Pirates played 15 innings, but couldn't break a 5-5 tie.
Even more sparkling was the pitBalks Score Runs
ching of California's George BruRookie left haraler Charley Vau- •, net, Jack Sanford and Minnie Rojas,
ghn committed two balks by him- who snowed only three hits in the
self, both while'facing the same bat- Angela' 5-0 decision over the Giants.
ter, to allow the tying and winning
The Indians used a three-run upruns to score in the bottom of the rising in the eighth to top
the Cubs
ninth and hand Philadelphia 10-9 4-3 as darn McDowell pitched
six
win over Atlanta. The Philhes had hitleaa innings.

,A
0

Long Distance rates
are lowest after 8 P.M. everyday
and all day Sunday.
Dial your own Long Distance call
and save up to 35%
over person-to-person calls.
Southern Bell

'Mtn

0

Long Distance (Interstate) Re* Chart
Mon.Tue.Wed.Thur.Fri.

Time Out

wit',4see

Low—day rates

.51:411.
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If the Burns members are that. terrified of the "fat lady"
why don't you ask your secretary to prepare a Ilse or !sots, D
present it to Ted Atkins, and we'll get it to the hunters — 1 Racers
maybe! We'll try.
•
•
•
•
If you see a half dozen good Linotype operators running
around loose, send 'em to me Yeah, and if you see the feller
who had enough of the long green "to burn- two wet mutest",
don't let him do it. Tell him to bring the long green, we'll
take a lifetime option on page 3 and 4 of the Ledger dr Timed,
hire the Linotype operator and put these 'Oooners in OUSifleS3

Open
Game
Homestand

—Or Out!

•

•

•

°vial

"-

Visitors by the office last week were Pat and Yee I Pierce,
Neal, Norma- and Kerry York. Ruth ('uuningham, Ted. Trena
and Dora Atkins, Donn Kell. Buddy McNutt, James Ed and
Terry Smith and the latter part of the week Norma York escorted Kerry to Dr. Ammons' office, then to see us Neale and
Kent York and a very nice lady, whose name we didn't get,
were with Norma. Three gentlemen, which we don't have the
names of, stopped by to see the hounds. Thank you friends
for your interest and a rose here and there.

•

•

Howard and Linda Conners' youngsters, Rickle 7, and
Karen and Kevin 2, and Kenneth, 3 years of age.

By GALE GARRISON
Off to a roarnig start with
win in four games last weekgi
Murray State Baseball team wi
seven games this week, all at
ray.

three
I. the
Play
Muls,

The Hazen) win play Bradley tintversa)
, /single games today and tomorrow, St Louie University a donble header Wednesday. and Purdue
eingle games Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday
The Racers split two games with
Kansas State last Thursday and won
two from Iowa State Friday. All four
were played at Little Rock. Ark. They
were scheduled to play Iowa State
and Arkansas State Saturday but
were rained out.
Don Lee was the winning pitcher
In the win over K. State: Wayne
Davis won the first fowls Stale game,
and Rodney Pryer the second Lee
and Pryer both pitched three hit
shutouts Davis gave up five hits in
his 4 to 2 win. Dave 0ourleux was
the losing pitcher in the other game.
All games this week will begin at
three p. m. except the doubleheader with St. Louis and the game with
Purdue `Saturday which are itcheduled at one p. m. °curlew' will start

today's game.

Mickey Holland of North Marshall,
Ralph Sliger, who played his senior year for the Lakers,
and Vic Dunn of Murray High, received honorable mention.
•
•
•
The Murray State Racer baseball team has a tough schedule this week. They must face Bradley University today and
tomorrow, then play a double header with St. Louis University on Wednesday, and close out the week with Purdue, in
single games on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
•
•
•
How much more does a baseball player earn now than
he did thirty years ago?
Bob Broeg, sports writer for the St. Louis Post Dispatch,
took the salaries of the colorful and well known 1934 Gashouse Gang, and compared* them to an estimated salaries
Agit-re-of the 1967 St Louis Cardinals starters.
Roger Maria, rf
Frank Frisch, 2b
$75,000
$18.500
Bob Gibson, p
Pepper Martin, 3b __
60,000
9,000
Orlando Cepeda, lb _ 55,000
Rip Collins, lb
8,000
Curt Flood, cf
Dizzy Dean, p
_ 50,000
7,500
Lou Block, If
Ernie Orsatti, cf
40,000
6,500
Tim McCarver, c
Leo Durocher, ss
37,000
6,000
Jullian Javier, 21) ___ 25,000, Joe Medwick, If
5,000
Mike Shannon, 3b
Jack Rothrock, rf
5,000
25,000
Del Maxbill, ss
22,000
13111 DeLancy, c
3,000
--Total
$389,500
Total $66,500
Wonder how much sports writers earned back in 1937?
•

•

•••••••.-
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Kentuckians know...
it

Blue Cross-Blue Shield
Nearly a million Kentuckians have Blue Cross-Blue
Voluntary Health Care Pre-Payment Plans to help them

Shield. They look to these
meet the cost of getting well.
Blue Cross-Blue Shield come through -in ways that mean real advantages
to you
highest return from your dues dollar in the form of benefits ...
nation-wide
recognition and less red tape in time of need ... payment
normally made direct
to hospital and doctor to save you from claim handling. These are a few
good
reasons why Kentuckians have come to count on Blue
Cross-Blue Shield. Why

•

you can, to.

members belong through the Group where they work.(There
are over 8,000
enrolled groups in Kentucky
Most

FOR MORE INFORMATION

•

There should be a lot of fine baseball to follow this year,
both in the local area and in the big leagues
Murray State is off to a good start, and-at least one of
the local high schcx)ls should have a real good team this year.
Tilghman and Heath should have good teams this year
and give someteams a real fit before the season is over.
I may go out on a limb and pick a winner in the big leagues next week, but then twain I may not.

can make a lot of difference when you have

write

1.
2.
3.

BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD

if you
or under, in good health and neither spouse nor
self is employed where there are 10 or more persons, or ...
will soon reach age 65, or ...
have a son or daughter reaching age 19 or marrying before 19.

are a Kentuckian, 64

•

BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD

3101 Bardstown Road

•

Louisville, Kentucky 40203
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

All Electric
Home Brings Good Living

-Abhd

d
D

when he chitt reepond ane way
or the otter he Oititi't get it, and
B wita Off plbee to cob tom tee
and find cut why I hadril beard
from tam
Abby when a person lands catt
RSVP invuetaons, is h h
game
to follow them up with talephOne
calls? is I am smog Tel
gue.
BUGGED 1108T111111
DEAR 1111.1043En: Once la a bile
mem aa laviestlea will be Mel
In the esall. ein It is an the himetan' pine is fellow ay RSVP
alnico
la
amperaffse
same de Failure to admenledge
RSVP Invitation. is ineseamble.
•'•

YOUT Eyes Can Be
Deceiving at Times
By Abigail Van Barely
a-

DRAB
There spritiarea 1111
the 11101100111 hil000113-AR1111111/ don't mind tearer mit the
• CAN a Mean of Presiding Jaffa- hie bibs, and
I are Weinhf worson dreamed in hie pejemies, bath- ried Meow we think
that is inane
robe. sail bedroom slippers. drop-be meet hat
Preher Ede* BOW
ping a Meow In the mailbox. The Mould nneffie
letter was addramed
DIEAR
RIB MO7111111
- ABBY.
DRAB 111017331: Taw ma% heWill you piease print hie letter
a
laie your ma trim aggressive toie and your answer!
,
mato(' who are "a MUD tee adVery
huh
SAM. visees& kir Ma' IIsI V yes and
se"
'
4” MRS I. A. (EVERETT. MABBJ
year heeshaail bate a geed parentDEAR 111128. L
Tan am '
l a• laawaiwawlar wish Inek Fie
• se pleiews. lady-ease was a car- lam almt "le 6•1 1s the Whine
„
see
.by a an. ef mei a sleaatien, and therefore
Ad la was draw
• named MeNamern Fred, theta k.'as" ha" boiler *VW to loadlag tam.
•••
•.•
DEAR ABBY I ion Me mother
DEAR ABBY
r sent out 311
of a 16-year-ted boy who has alinvitations to a cocktail party.
ways test a good student, an out..
mare was • large Rt3VP an the
.standing ethane, anti was never
uainsuon. whic.h eirereone who is
a problem. We Inuit him to have
over 12 years old Moue:1 know
•• benign Were*ingarts. but
means, FLAME RESPOND.
- harm to ads:
out at the as MerliaLions, abbr
I found a note on his bureau M remanded and 7A Ahmed lip.
- front a neighbor gin who Is his I don't know what happe.ned to
sea. but a hule boa alwanead ho Ale me_
hen. I fear. In her note she mid
he had made her feel -wanted"
end "'needed" and ohs sent M dam
hen how much Me "loved- him,
so would he come to %Mere she
would be tribi-enung an Pride.

CONPIDENTULL TO NAMELESS
DI ClIAWIFORItairILLS. LNDIANA: Any weenie& who tells be.
Itisbased be go Jeep wale
-and ens way with 11-has no
problem BM her lissehmed heal

...
Hon toe Me world been treating
yaw? Unioad your
Pachlogna an
Dear Ay, BOK WIN, Los Angeles. C. NOW. For a personal•
unpublialiod reply. enplane a selfscorecard, 'tamped enveloPe.

Social

.

Menday, Mane ET
The Ham/ School PTA will meet
at the Bobcat at sync pm. Mrs.
osoi Freeman will be the speaker.
•••

The Callottay County Drench 'of
the Amoco/mon of Childhood
iIlly Nam, Cram
•
a ill meet at Carter School
Elms licoaminek
at lour pm. Mrs. Lucinda Darnall
Money Omar* System
au( be the speaker.
A It t BLOOMS
BUILDING
•••
A 00111 BBIBOALLIION HOME
The Creative Arm Deportment
A is fur
tbe 300 required for sereing the iscsretal of the Murray Woman's Club will
at the club bootie at 9.30
neeeb at todept bases; alma Set meet
•
illealsessa well be hilesdemes
Oanditionimg, a foillime of
Raton Mier. .1. E. oarrttan. C.
ovary Goal Medalhan Boallk
D.
and Joe B. LaB is for Bonus - the sena tina&
• ••
maw this are built into planned - for - future-living
Medallion
The Allienose Latium Auxiliary
Homes.
will meet at the Legion Hail at
C is for Convenient - the easy- two pm. R. LI Cooper will be the
to-manage Medallion Home, which guest weaver
Mrs. HMIs Ann
Is well lighted, foil of tone and Cisoers and Mrs. L It. Key will
labor saving chattel and wired be the bosteseeS.
•••
to use than eideotric appriances
efficiently.
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
D Ls for Diatnre.dier and Drymeet at the social hell on Ellis
er - two of the fine electric apDrive at seven pm.
pliances with whials a Medallion
• • •
Home is equieleed.
IC Is for Easy. Efficient. EnThe
Progressive
Homemakers
joyable - all good adjectives to Chub will meet in the home of
denzloe • home that fulfills Me- Mrs. Newton Milani, 1701 Callodallion standards It's for Elect- way Avenue, at seven pm.
• • •
ricity, too, of course - the force
that makes all these fine features
Teesdeit Mareh 11
passable
The Kirkzey School PTA will
P is for nameless - deseripLive of • Medadion Home's heat- meet at the school at 7:30 p.m.
ing system, water heater and tor the program by the Debate
teem onialseil by Larry Dunn, of
range
• is tor Gracious - the kind of CaNDWILI County High School. The
feeling you get from the hems esecistive hoard will meet at seven
Mat features Medallion standard& p.m,

von

eceibmellilleb.
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And Now "Bilko" Returns as the Mil
By MEL HEAR
SOME TV viewers have been
waiting patiently foe' a return
of Sid Gamer to a weekly show,
others hope for the day when
Kukla. Fran and 011ie will be
around regularly again sad still
more wish Milton Berle would
hire some writers who would
allow him to return to the fold
successfully once each Friday
or so. It could be, however. that
Phil Silvers leads all our departed heroes-and the good
news today ta that the great
man may be on his way back to
the living-room screen.
"Weil, there'll be a one-shot
on April 8 when I play the
devil in NBC's production of
'Damn Yankees' Phil said to
roe. "but more to the point.
I've done a pilot aeries film for
which Freddie Fields, my agent,
and I have high hopes. Keep
your fingers crooned and one of
these months you May be seeing
it."
• • •
THEM haven't been many
TV characters as beloved or
popular as Phil's Sergeant BitLae flessidt linewe te the ghee semi of Pail Silvers as the
k°-we might call him the imM the new version of "Dame Towhees" fee TV.
mortal sergeant-- and, ironically. Mho killed off the Silvers pie and an actor can't pass up changed. so have L" Back home,
he swims a lot in his pool and
aeries that followed him. "We that kind of audience.
He's a new Salvers in several sees his five children frequently;
did this in. about my being •
America's
one
of
Once
ways.
there is no great bitterness befactory foreman,- Phil recalled,
"but too often we found our- highest - rolling gamblers, he tween their mother and PhiL
• • •
selves battling re-runs of the says he no longer plays the
13ILKO? "Well, he's finally
Bilko show. And Btlko, I have homes or sits in on anything
to admit, was a better program. bigger than a friendly pinochle dying away slowly now." • Phil
You know, TV watchers like to game. "When I gambled," he said with a smile. "Those reroot for the underdog and we said with a shudder, "I just had runs went on for a long, long
should have made me the owner to do it'big. When I did Top time and they're still being
of the factory,. on that second Banana' I even had guys stand- shown In. say, England. But I
lag in the wings when I was hope that if 'and when we get
show. Any factory owner,
days. is definitely the goilhr. oravtage. whispering race results the new series on the air, I don't
to me. It almost seemed as if have to buck that rascally serdog."
The gracious and genial XII- I were trying to destroy my- geant again."
He leaned back and meditatvent who lone years ago Well self."
• • •
ed. "Although now and then I
of New York's yeeegest
PHIL comes from Brooklyn's think of what we might be
and most successful bariesque
cornies. is In what he calls a Brovineville neighborhood - doing with Saito now, if he
"confunsg" period right now. "Waif any fnends ended up fa were on," he said. For instance,
his marriage haring broken up, the electric chair- but he's a we might have a Cassius Clayand he is ready to battle the CalLforalan now. When he re- like character turn up on the
blues by work and more work. turned to Manhattan to tape post, to fall under Ernie's diWhat he'd like to do is get back "Danin Tainteas." (with Les rection The possibiliUes are
to the Broadway stage --"I feel Essaleit).11, hoed. he sail. that boundless." Arid so they are.
moot comfortable there: rve same or New York's Omar Bran Billie vs. Cassius Clay for
land of got things under my seemed to hays giant. "althea. the talking championship of the
thumb"-but he realises that I puns I bare to remember maid. It staggers the imagineTV remand an many mos peo- that, even If the city has
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SELL• RENT • SWAP • HIRE:

oonoerned. He lashes thet there I.
• E3L1Y • SELL- RE
-NT • SWAP• HIRE •
a real and absolute limn on the
debt whauh he can handle. Time an
uxiividual itiltrAll, for example, thet
Lie may tie wee to ationi to buy a
iioniu lame, but mat a *(
1 14100
IlUtilib lb ouropteter out ul rouge.
ne sot" ....net captious to an
141.41/4111W1. WilU uorrows more than
tie dui repay; or woo Lana on a
&Atm tuat a tiara= 1114 UMW& lie
ios up in a telt-was islatiche Wing'
1900 DODGE Dart, 4-speed, V-8 Dept.
KYC-1090-728, Freya:Lae, LK
NOTICE
FOR
SALE
se, Ai.% el t4.111. naueu aim lus lamely
Must sal. Chill 753-1407. 58-31-NC 61032.
11.1TP
NEWLY DIIICORATIID
el assi agape,
apartmeta Mitt cesport. Phone 71111- SAVE
Pig! Do your own mg and DOBERMAN PINSCHER puppy.
a Lle
taiogreetanien
inasvicktial
FOk
RENT
7488 after 5:00 p. M.
M-111-0 upholetmo
KLIOWS thus 11111 Weul. let a IIIIWOrny
dieening with, Blue Leo- weeks Old. ARC Registered, with
papers.
Coll
753-5138
or
753-5819.
APARTMENTS
ne Real camera abampooer 01.
For Rate New efCM 1,01.14ft.WS reguariy VOWS Up TILile
M-27-P fency for college boys. Call 753abuts Hardware.
iilie (In.( waru . is ai,..a uwy are cao58-25-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Servile,
BY OWNER new 8-bedroom brick
4480 or 753-0800.
April 10-0
ins when angel Vote in titan Mantler
Box 213. Murray, Ky.. C M. SandNINE-ROOM Twoastary house, to
a rev-bear* a Wbadligheati LO taiature
ler& Phone 382-3178 Lynnville, Ky. house with central hest and air- be moved or torn down. If interest- 4-ROOM HOUSE, short distance off
°auditioning, two tile baths, lane
%siva (.3,..1sery 1um...L.0A RIAUS 111
CUIAT1NC OURSELVES
ed contact Willie Sheen 4118-8226, Vancleave Road, 8 minute drive to
Apra 14-C
family room off of patio. Kitchen
A question the Ameriaan public an Inesponsinte manner-a manDolphua Myers, 492-8212, or Noble town. Restful, quite place to live.
DONT ROOF your home until you've with dish washer, garbage avoid.
ner in aosOLL they WIALAKI Ilea hiLliLlie
Reasonable. Call 753-1348 or ace Mrs. etenikl ash am& a "Whim Is a
seen me, Glenn Hargrove. 115 S 10th, built-In dove and eating space.
lima not a limit?" The answer. of tow personae Bantus.
Joe
B.
Smith.
M-284:11
1900
RAMBLER
Station Wagon,'
753-4368, Rep. Paducah Alucrunum Carpeted living room and entrance
Maar, A S. lilah Maas OMNI.and
muse. a wean Congress sea •
dean. drives good, loots good. meCo
A-1-C hall. Also utility room, outside Aarlawmaaera imagine mat a anion is
eo-callesti
ceding
on
the
mama
age mom and double carport. Pric- chanically A-0. K., reasonable. Call THE EMHABEIY, large two-bedroom debt.
mange from ruee, miswriting debt
SEE OR CALL Ward Termite Co. ed eight Mai 1 o•n
58-28-C apartment.; carpeted, individual
mamba OD 753-82e5.
Waimea We apostasies! LO 111011/17UWIS/
for free estimate. All watt guaran- qualified brier. Phone
heat and air-conditioning. Furnished
Our national lawmakers recently Wilibil, a our ration, as try ail, but
7115-88111.
teed. five year contrea& Pletareall
CHEROE111 BOAT and &einem or unfurnished, 106 80. 12th St rased the debt ceiling by 05 bil- the NAM touti ol Inc UltisMalibl Lahouse treated for Mite flisi denim SIGNS NMI AND Plastic. 5
- motor Libe
753-7614.
1141-2e-C lion, to a total of $316 billion, Yet in" in Isl. Maui' Ana most a
new. Call 71111-7108.
oPhone 701-8001. 1013 Coen* Mall factoring ellieting, and maintainonly the very imacent believe that wrong Luz m5 ease waxen aho a
U-37-C
Road, ilainmer.
S-Aedals Mae. Connielenglaltent. 3 series
3-ROOM DUPLEX, newly decorated. spenders in Vilasallietian won't Men entice fur toe causeury as a wbole.
Imola- Leta, laliamas °Ware
- Call 753-1246 or see at 500 Olive- knock a hole in thee cellos.
town. Part tartlet3.
HELP WANTED
8i*
For a man of moderate means to
In settuee detit lations Mach
58-27-C
A3illellf4Urd SIDING
test, Mb.
11i0
turn out to be mehninglose the buy a $100,000 houee won't make
SAES
WAITRESSES AND Car-Hops are
A GOOD N.PARMALL Motor,
TELEPHONE SOLICITOR and dee U. S. makes a lasiphing stock of it- him rich. It wont snake his elle or
plow, mitivator, mower and side- needed at the Palace Drive-In. Ap- livery girl. Experience helpfid but self among hougatfel disdain of children happy. As a =OW Of
Mae Per Sq.
ply at the Palace Drive-In in person.
dresaer See Harvey Ulla at the
beekaliasent. Complete
not necessary. Call Mr. Pat at 753- monetary arid fecal matters. One tact, it will impoverish him Lad
M-31-C =8
such student a Harry flattults, au- cause unhappiness for his family.
Peoples Mink.
between 9:00 and 4.00 daily.
A-1-C
- Limited Time Only M-2'7-C thor of the "Schulte Letter" on inThis truth holds true for our laTHE &mann( Blue Wens will laws 111111LP WANTED. dependable person
ternationsil finance. In a recent let,5-Yeer Financing
Lionel honey Spending bulion
your upholstery beautifully soft and bode house work several days a seek NICE FURNISHED apartment, 3
from London. Mr. Saimaa redollars on foreign and domestic
olean. Rent electric shatinesear IL. Phone 753-1299.
M CARA/ ROM IMP. CO.
58-2e-C rooms and bath, private entrance, ported that Prof. Albert Hahn, the giveaways
country
the
Werke
utilities
Hardware.
furnished,
and
A-1-C
garage.
Swiss
708
817 Sleet& 40 Street.
economeit, pointed alit
can't afford to spend-is comparOlive, 753-1293.
58-29-0 a debt baling 'ain't be rained and
Fame 753-411811
1900 HONDA, in good condition. See
able with pun:holing a mansion
Mill be called a caiiiing." And yet
H-1TC
at Biakely's Grooery at, Stolle or cou
I FURNISHED CABEN-liy dey, meek
oue can't pay for.
Oanercon bee reeled the 'Meta ciell753- 14134,
ler month. Call 753-311111.
58-214
IR-MC kig
in this atisintee time end time
Jumper& the nation's ledgers in
AV'AIL•AHLE APRIL 1, furolibed again slime the ond of lie Second an attest to continue to live in a
IIVINEEDLATIELLY
At The Movies
RESTAURANT dig toed WADES
apartment close in to eburOhak POSt %Voogd Veer. hiaualk. we have n° state of nee Vanding *Limn. Is no
In Lynn Grove. Remeaunint, equipApply In Person
office, grocery and mut square. 31 ceding--tbe dir it the Lanai
more nations& than Juggling one's
CAPRI TREATER Bog Cabs arms ment for sale. Building for lease •,aur even heat. each agertment bee
perainal aheok book. You can't foal
at
daily at 1:08 p.;se. Marto Music Con- rant. Reason for idling ill hear'.
revision
of
The Period* uPWatel
ii air conditioner, oabievisice and
the Timed any MVO than you can
ecert Iran 1.00 p. m, to 1:15 p. tn.. See Pete bdoColl. Ca/1 416-4171
the cleft ceding 4 amenlisiMaion
utilities furnished. Located across
fag the bank. lateene the national
Continuous elbowing from 1:15 daily 753-1411.
of
intelleaual end mond watiamese
58-29-C
een Taylor Motors. 0ouples predebt ceding it on a per Ninth kiting
TIM
Meader am aur Maim% thaelaill at•r rect. References required. Kee
a aback.
tars are couiserned.
PUKING'S& PUP. ARC ReenterOniyaon McClure M Paidor Mita*
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M-28-C
Mandl deiced. van Orelmee lutaMee truia however, a that in reed. Ready for Meter, 753-3378.
753-1372.
R-1110
ing the ceding. and the Ciongrems- omit yeere-as a resin of the varM-27-C
EXPERIENCED PAIirruta. Will
WANTED AT ONCE - Man or era TWO-BEDROOM Millar, Mr celt- men stio bow to dmilr Mahe& sure- ious Dada. the New Frontier and
paint exterior and tritersor. Contract Ps ACRE LOT Has well and septic man to supply household necessities ditioned. Hearn heat. Ilialsehi111, ly know in their hewn that asta op- the Cheat ilieletr-we have become
or hourly rats. Be. F'reddie Beach tank. Located in the Penny Can- to consumers In Calloway Co. Expire Alla West of Pali886l
IWO* IN- tima are •Tellleleillie. 'Me ince- a chaimenude elefAndulgent people.
or call 753-11300
58-29-0 munity. Phone 753-4485.
58-27-C tence unnecessary. Write Rawleigh 3144. •
wat-P dais& diked or lefaimefear Mama We want to Mew our cake and eat
fed Mama int° boatman Mae he it too. EOM (bough we may orgy
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Minh+. as hie posideit
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ceder caviler on the cuff As a !totem, we have a good obarge account. But sooner or later. the belie
have to be paid, It la ridiculous to
say we simply owe the money to
ourselves
Foreign countries, suali as France,
see wtiat is happening to our dollar as a result of wild spending
Policies, and they are withdrawing
credits to gold. Unless the U. 8.
reforms. there will be a drew:tail
day of monetary and fiscal reckoning.
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* All Clothes Mothproofed Free
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*
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KATE WILHELM

CHAPTER le
()AVID CARSON'S secretary,
1--" An
Connelly, waa tun
sewed biggest meet in Washingtan. Sewage Breratecruiss
being tes three Agnes was reading the Washington Poet when
David entered his antis.
"What's new?" David asked,
crossing through her office to
his own. She got up and fol.
lowed him.
-wag In taa conga, worn.
bia, the Philippines and Japan
The Russian deleg •t ea are
threatening to leave the trade
talks la Zurich en muse
"A bunch of handshaker,
would like to iso. you this atternoon. Hometown variety, probably all voted fur the other guy
last election. And Colonel
Stevens called to nay he can't
make the luncheon date alter

nee were damn /t Met eleselle pow Kira imp the mote to can
APR feadsosit whew the
tama'S 'pollee go alleur
libla purchased, it
Mat
iot
allerstru
s even have ths Orders bed been sent p.existedand
said. -Clamkr -Oldham and not
sifted? As a m•tter of fact, taseenis the miiveraity. and t,
David. they are. Course, that ma that lea mike be informed
doesn't mesh that you can't look 18 realaaementa were ordered
at than, id there is a reason. He decided to walk to the res••
taurant where he had dined with
"It's a question of finances, Roger Stevens, and on the way
Senator," David drawled. -Back he was hoping the message
home I was hearing some mule meant whet he was assuming r'
muring that Dr. Oldham oldn't
melte report", that really no one
David was sitting in the dari:
was being let In en what he ernd corner of the restatiran
was doing, and I thought it where be nad last seen Roger
might be my duty to look into when the lunch hour drew roe
this matter that Is causing seek Ma bad to wait halt an hoe^
grave concern among my con- before the large blond man appeared.
111-ttt:•'ata-Why, David. you don t need
-Well, Roger?" he asked: he
permission to See Owes files I'll stood and they shook hands over
just call my office and tell them the table
to expect you along this after-So you do have something.
"Roger Stevens?" David's noon. About three' That non The real question Is: what?"
hand reached for the telephone. you?"
Stevens said in • low voice:
-rum, ileneter. That is flee." "Linn night..atter I left you. I
Ammis ressowed his hand gad
When David hung up. his grin called on General Laurent. Ha
shook Mr !seed. -The colonel
said qait• distinctly that he woe wider than Larose-Mid men- was the one instrumental in nip
tally
he chalked up a point for ping Skinner's little scheme to
would call you. He repeated it.
his side
in fact."
mend the boys home. and then he
David had picked up • pencil wee amilased to field duty for
David I•a a•d beck and
',bought about it or a moment. and was doodling thoughtlessly a year while Skinner got the
Nothing had been said between with it and slowly the figure of plum of Inspecting bases. LauRope' and David about lunch- • mouse emerged and he stared rent didn't mind, though: it put
con. He felt better than he had at it Ridgeley in Cincinnati him in touch with the Ranger
when he entered his office. That was where Oldham got the prom arn- you know the guerilRoger was definitely In. Agnes animals It many of them road la warfare unit. Anyway. I
stood by his desk awaiting or- died, and it he were alive and thought he might be interested
ders for the day. She hadn't continuing his work, he would In this."
asked why the unexpected re- need more. Skinner would have
"Laurent is interested, plente
turn to Washington. and she to get them for him; it could be Interested, but only on one con wouldn't, bat there teas a glint that he would go through the dilion. it stays Very quiet until
regular army research suppliers, we have some concrete facto.
of curiosity in her eyes.
"Officially Cm still beck but David could check it. He He sens foolish enough to talk
home." David said. "You don't made a note of it The thought In public last time he tangled
expect me here until Monday. of those animals having been with 3 senior Senator, and he
and I'll check with you from diseased purpusely and then lane ceing to do that ngain,
time to time to Jae if anything kept alive with inoculations of Deal?"
"You bet," David said.
is perking. Now, see if you can some kind made his flesh crawl
"Laurent's been around. If
get me Senator Ilustace. Try uncomfortably.
here in town first, and then his
It was looking more and more Skinner had to leave a trail.
home." She started to leave, and as It the work of Oldham's well find it"
he said, -And find out for me group concerned a particularly
Roger said briskly, "It you
who else is on his committee Kelley biological warfare expern are called MY, we'll still be on
for government grants to USK- ment. That might tend to ex- It until we know either that It
versitlee doing reeeerch. I don't lain the Generrilat interest in goes nowhere, or We knovt ax know what it's called even."
it, but it could not account tor actly where it Is going But we
He looked over his mail until the secrecy that exchidel a See- Want you to stay away from us.
she completed his call to Ewa &tor who had the right to know. If and when there is anything,
tace, who was in his Washing- Awe since the research had bean P11 get in touch with Agnes,
ton apartment
eondueted in his own state. heyou have anything for us.
"Senator, good to hear [ma and Martin -- clearly had that have Agnes aildrees it in her
you again an soon. What can r right. But even If this suppoul• own lovely iiiitenvntIng ant
do for you?"
Hon were true. It (*mild not Sc- mall it to Mrs. Deborah Le.
ffavid let the drawl In his coant for the reported denths Stevens. Debbie wil give It to
voice match that of the Senator of those involved. It would have me inte^t No one els:: on ^arth
from Rhanoke Island. "Had a been enough simply to move knows •boat that lae, and
few things to straighten out them all to a government rietal- that will be the cue "
down here and thought Once [talon. or even to allow them to
-- I'm in town and everything's so remain where they were and
-Lucien. /With
__11liodoelled
dead, now would be a good time classify their work and provide ' of the dangisr Sail?. bre hem
to have • glance at those re- security forces
under hadue- of li-e
ports filed by Or. Oldham CurlHe dispoeed of his mail curs- ennt- nuest to be friendly.
eta about him. About the work only. When he left the office lie' (To Br C,,; f:durd Tomorrow,
From the DeutineisY I no novel,
1965 by Kate Wilhelm,
Moribund by King Features Syndicate
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Federal State Alla* Ems
Monday, March 2T, INT MUNRO
Purchase-Area Beg Ifleaseir
Includes 7 Buying Stations,
Receipts 850 Head. Barrows and
MO MOS Se 25 sews Higher;
area 25 cepa Higher.
U. 18. 1-2 110-210 lbs. $18 00-18.50;.
U. 8 1-3 190-230 lbs. 317.23-17.10;
U. S 2-3 23.5-210 lbs. $1.5.50-18.50;
SOWS:
U. S 1-2 250-350 lbs. 31500-1829:
U. 8 1-3 350-450 lbs $14 00-1500;
U. El. 2-3 450-000 lbs. 313.00-14.00.
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Quotes From The News

Hospital Report

Dismissals
Cecil W. Dodos, Moute
rays Herman K. Ellis, Route 4,
Murray: Gene D. Steely,, Route
Murray: Miss Libble Jaunts,
Hazel; 'Mrs Pearl T. Tucker. Boa
630. Murray. Mrs. Eva NI Hale,
Route 6. Murray; Baby bay Hale,
Rcsre 6
Murray; Johnnie B.
Roach, Route 4, Murray; &QM
Charlotte Bobber, Route 6. Murray. Price A. Lassiter, 714 Elm,
Murray. Mrs. Darothy Brandon,
Route 4. Murray; Mrs. Maria
0!asabol. 731 Nash Drive, Murray:
Mrs Martha A. Ncrycod, Route
1, Hard:n

.21

say; MAL Barbara Paulus% Routs
6. maytteld: Robert KeBey, Route
2. PAnnington; Mrs. Poky Dunn,
Route 3. Murray: Mrs. Marie Hutson, Route 6, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn Coneit, Klaissey; -Mr. Geri
Miner, Route 1, Murray; Mrs.
Monts, Route 3. Murray;
H.-a ell Dooms. K.:rimy. Gilins
304 Nash Drive. Murray;
Dennis Goodwin, Hart Hall, Mornay. Rural Jones, 112 South 9th,
Murray. Baby girl Pember. Route
Mayfield: Baby boy Hutson,
u:e 6. Murray. Baby boy Col.t
Kirkaey.

//tatting Hours
2:30 p.m. to
4:40 pig. and 730 p.m. to
8:30
pm- Visitors are urged to strictly
observe these via/tour, hours and
when they do visit to make their
stays Met. Patients must
have
quiet in order to get well and
doctors and nurses must have the
WASHINGTON -- Food and Drug Commissioner James L. time to administer proper treatGoddard reporting the use of the hallucinatory drug LSD is ment in privacy.
more widespread than had been believed and is becoming an
international problem e
Aims, March 34, 1967
" . . . LSD has caused any number of acute psychoses,
Mrs. Phyllis
Ann
fttbinson,
people have died following taking the drug because of disRoute 2. Murray. Mrs Karen
tortions of reality that it may cause . . . it is like playing
Christine Hopkins, Route 2. MurRussian roulette on a sugar cube."
ray; 14e E Jut5on, New Concord; Miss Disne Beale, Atoll;
Mudsaisms March n, 1967
MARICHAL SIGNS
HONo KONG - A Chinese Red Guard declaration. broad- Pia* gr Robitn,m,
Mrs. Itielm3. Morrison, Route 3,
Route 2. mug.
PHOENX
MISt by Radio Peking, admitting that Communist Party leader Mu: Mrs staaLne
Ariz
Juan MarRodgers. Route Ifurrsy'.' Master Jeffrey Key. Route
ohal today ended a 29 dal' holdMao Tse-tung's attempt to purge the country of all opposi- ar
l• PUTIn
Tariria:
N. Harris, 1, Murray; Mrs. Lu Ede Petter-j
s.ton
itLx7
R:gus
y
Tann has not been completely successful son 1000 Birch Benton: Andrew out, one of the longest in base"The powerholders who take the capitalist path in the? Grout Route 6, Bentoo; master Garrett. Obi Vine, Murray; Ray- ball history. when he signed a
1100.000 contract alth the San
party are still there
ti
R.
and are conspiring for a counter-; Fty
Route 3. Mur- mond Hutson, Route I, Buchanrry.
Pra.r.ctszo Giants.
Mrs. Mary L. wiltiagns, 715 nail. Tenn
attack against the revolutionaries."
The contract made the 28-year.PAolar. Murray; Mrs Lettye P.
Dhamisaan
:d native of the Dominloan Re10113
as sy, Mun ay ; !
WASHINGTON - The Senate military Preparedness sub- itab
/
1
44,-s Effle Kingina. Route I, p.:D:1.o only the third
pic.ther in
committee blaming the Washington restriction of U S bomb- ns,.Y
an--'
Rcute 1.. Farm- Murray; Mrs. Karen Hopkins, Rt
basehili hutorv to receive a stit2 Murray,
ing targets in North Vietnam for the heavy cost of the air
J1711•3 S. John- f.ga.
-e salary
War:
"The air raids over North Vietnan•lhave admittedly made
it more costly foe the North Vietnamese to wage aggression,.
but it has been done through the sacrifices of many American
byes and aircraft losses extending into the billions of dollars."
By ENITICD Plan INTERNATIONAL
NEW DELHI - Foreign Minister M. C. Chagla announcing to parliament that India Is capable of producing
. an
atomic bomb:
We have the nuclear capability, we have decided to utilize
our nuclear capability for peaceful purposes only."
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From that time Jesus began to wreath, and to saw. Repent: for the kingdom of heaven it at hand. -Matthew 4:17
Ch.tni,
d i‘e,
in proper respoi.s^ to the preaching
of Jesus

SEEN AND HEARD...

aprob•Ruouplat to s IMO- owe
Ilio
Wo oust la Mar
Ole Ilaamiey and mum book
Soullw----weales salt -1111IS
the latest "Tine la dbe aildile Cl
'ne carport

ft

appears tbat Swirl is going ID
bring all his treasures to the
port Thew tar dus indutlas a
wee domed male, a attaI mole, a
badly bitten tin can, a turtle
muds the wane lar the war an
anunatIllad salmi Cl some kind,
a milk carton Mowed w beat
ends. • piaster bank. est numerous other atnecm hearted tope
manta
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What Is Your
Religious Prefernce ?

Tit I MOST II

DRY CLEANING

I
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SPECIAL

Service For Mrs.
Shellie Collins
Is To
Veld Today
Tuner 4fervices for Mrs etu._.
Catena of Isnn 1wtG Route Tee
are be*
1.4.day at two pm
at the dispel
.the J
Manwith Roe.
date
Jerry L
officiating Rune!
win be t
se Salem Cemetery.
Padsearis are Memo Pored,
Burr
Hanetine
Rd:en Jon,
Was young. Othe Cooper, and
Thorn liroadi.
Mrsatollon
member Cl tr.
Cottle
Methodist Church *.s. •
discovered dead Saturday
in the yard Cl her home where
Es had bean roaring Reports are !
that the had been under a doctor a
CM*
An investigation was conducted
at the home by tfterett Cohen
Stubbidndd sad Dopey Caroaer
Moats Memo Cbaran01 An Irs.
Own enla not be Odd The ahertff
mid • birthday cake was dameered on the dining rod* table a<
the was dB years Cl me on Saturday.

Mn. Ccihns was the vitae id the
hte Waimea Collins who thee
Marti 17, JIM. 8hr is auretved
ma doter. Mns Lillie Broach of
Paradmiton Route Two, and amend nieces and nephews
The J H Church:1 niners:
!Wow says the way acme toga
Ikons Is In done at Me arra:Ige;day golf BMW Cl the Sunday
n...wt.
golfers would be better -off to
church
•

Linewhis Tem Guiddinsi
1 You cannot bring about prosPeritY by Mmouragme thrift.
2 You anted be
mai men
by
. testing dowa Wg men.
3 You name deonitlien the
weak by wailielog Sae strong.
4 You cannot 155 Ba. we
earner by pulling down the wow
Payer
6 You cannot he
the poor
man by destroying the rob.
I
you cant.t item out of
trouble by spending _more then
your iocarne
7 You canaot fur-her br- ••
hood Cl 113•11 by incit.ng clam
red
• You cannot 'stabil& sorwity
on borrowed wormy.
• You cannot build oborocter
and courage by taking away atonal
inttiative and independence
10 You cannot help men Perrnanendy by doing for them wh-.
they aould and ahoukl do i..
themselves

r 14% r
.,

OFFER!

OFFER GOOD TUESDAI, MARCH 28 & WED. MARCH 29
Your home may be on of about 2800 visited Saturday and Sunday, April I and 2, in a comprehensive religious survey that will
be taken to determine the religious composition of our city. Interviews will be conducted throughout Murray by volunteers from
the 7th-Poplar and University church of Christ.
Result of the survey will be released to the news media and made
available to interested groups.
You can make this report more meaningful by giving about five
minutes of your time to the survey worker who calls on your
home.
a

DRESSES

•

a

PLAIN
* ALL WORK
1 ^ RANTEED *
Never An ExtrP Ch ir7e For One Hour
Service

Murray
Religious Survey

•

ONE-HOU
MARTINIZI

SATURDAY and SUNDAY
APRIL 1 and 2
Sponsored by 7th-Poplar Church of Christ
University Church of Christ

- East Side of the Square -

•*ONE

HOUR

SERVICE *

itilbrey's Carry More Tires In Stock Than Any Other Tire Dealer
oir
GOODYEAR SURE-GRIP
REAR TRACTOR TIRE
with triple-lough 3-T Nylon Cord

AT OW PARrracrs
FOR
•Sure-Grip tires give you straight. 455
lugs for better traction
•3-T nylon cord -guards against punctures and bruises

ntbag 0.5 $7.14
;,
Tau yee 2 mils 1,111 .5.
•Has

Cr4 IL

Ply
Rating

Pair
Price

12.4-28

4

$102.45

$

13.6-28

4

$113.117

$10.08

12.4-38

4

' $130.80

$10.98

13.6-38

4

$136.80

$12.54

8.3-24

4

58.84

4.16

11.2-28

4

11.2-24

4

89.80
79.74

Plus
Fed. Is. Tax
Per Pair

ha
th
81
ma
te
er
an

8.58

7.14
7..76

'Plus tax and 2 usable trade ns

longer, deeper lugs

•Itas Tufsyn rubber -the toughest
rubber. Goodyear ever used in urea

Sin

r,j-r..124

RIERREY'S . . >IN MURRAY FOR THE
LAST 20 YEARS!

The twits Post Oak to •the back
yard is vying up its leaves at
last It he:d on to many Cl them
last fall when all the other tre,
hhed their leaves The Iron r.)
is ck,Ing the arose. The huils
and liters/3y pa& off the lea,
of last year.
"What kind of ice cream do you

HOUR

byre?' the c‘J:cser sealed.
talitrry,
-.7*••r sad Nan
Ea,- the tiM it t!” !..-..•••••.er said
lys-se sh:7er.
War.:.ng It an w ruspithy. the
tart I 'Do you have
uwarA:111,v est;ere: 'se Ts: "Jost
Weasrbe-ry, eaocr.lau and :Anita •
-Thialu. fee is nice nzie fr-rn
Mrs lecrt

Be Mina al of this type Cl thing
to the ca..-port and lathes Ins
roils and pieces Cl toast. He has
ds:ngs twisted in b1.• nand, because he Mould revenue Ibie procedure

•

* ONE

A

tOssettenal Pram Page Owe,
%Veat per year, toe ur.erest
* years wodazonunt t:, apPpro.m.:Aty 1112,500 That mesas
pt age M. yeti w:u:d haw at least
01116135 in roof s...:.in: With.that
fors.con. atta-ney in the bank
derwmg 4 • in:errSt y.
eott:d
olithdras- MOO X per 1124:101 fur
the rest of ymr Me in interest
alcir.e and NEVER TOMB THE
PRE•TIPAL
11 y.3.4 abate to spend all you
had acCIMMta ted us your soccent
you, could it-irs about ONO •
month for 10 years bettor you
ran out of funds and in addittori.
you cdthl wcet and earn as much
as !au pienard ideated Wag Pis
• laotoso! The glitalialma elneent
ININEW under Sada Osamelty Is
aallinds 41111111 as/ $UM a
Sag& SRAM pm sisidur. down
ST

•

RUSSIANS DEMONSTRATE
udly outside the Red Chinese Embusay
in Moscow as the
-Battle of the Embassies', continues
there and in Peking Sign reads Man
will be held
respensible to the Chines, people
for his crimes" Diploarotte re:atit.r.s
are near bread..

clammy.

A Bible Thought For Today

NNW.

YOU BUY FARM TIRES NOW AND PAY FOR
THEM WHEN YOU HARVEST YOUR CROP!

Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply I
210 E. MAIN STREET
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